Movie Name: The Old Man & The Sea

Credits:

Logo Style:
- [ ] Colored Bars
- [ ] Dandelion
- [x] Galaxy
- [ ] Street Lamp
- [ ] Trees

Studio Name: EAGLE MOUNTAIN FILMS LTD

Text:
- FOR 84 DAYS...
- BEACH/HUT

4.1s

Text:
- SANTIAGO HAS BEEN UNLUCKY... THERE'S HAVE BEEN NO FISH...

Text:
- OLD MAN IN BOAT
- EMPTY BOAT
- OLD BOAT

4.3s 1.8s 3.0s

Text:
- ONLY THE SEA... AND EMPTY BOATS
But on the eighty-first day... far out in the Gulf Stream...

Sea
Sea/boat
Sea/clouds

Sunset
C

Sailors
C

Man in boat

Not full of fish

He hooks a gigantic fish...
AIS SO BEGINS A NICE BIT TELLING
IT WILL NOT JUST NATURE

BIG FISH JUMPING

PEOPLE, CNA'T A MAN CAN BE DESTROYED
BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

MARLIN ON LINE

SHARK

JUMPING MARLIN

SHARK

JUMPING MARLIN

MARLIN HEAD
ABAD MARLIN

OLD MAN CLOSET-UP

OLD MAN'S HANES

THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA

Learning in Hand
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